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Ejscript framework application development software is a web development application that enables you to reduce the development time and increase the productivity. Ejscript is a
powerful Web development tool that generates MVC based web applications. Ejscript is a cross browser JavaScript (ECMAScript),HTML based framework which provides efficient and reliable
framework for creating HTML5 and Backend application. The framework reduces the time spent by the developer on new projects to develop and troubleshoot web applications, providing

comprehensive programming and web development services. Ejscript Overview: Software Description: Ejscript software is an HTML5 Application Framework to create the dynamic,
interactive and effective web applications.It creates the unique MVC architecture based application where the controller loads and manages page data, templates, and the view model, and

view renders the page. Ejscript supports all the tags of HTML5 specification, and supports all the HTML4 tags.For example, Ejscript supports HTML5 standard native web features such as
multiple windows, drag-and-drop events,, Custom Events.We also support the new HTML5 global object, and its new properties and events. Ejscript also supports several CSS features like

CSS3 Selectors, Media Queries, Style Sheets, CSS3 Animations, CSS3 transitions, and new features in CSS3. EffingPerfect is an all-in-one FTP server and client application that lets you
transfer files to and from both FTP and HTTP servers. It contains a web based FTP client that supports bookmarks, FileZilla-style transfer queues, user and group filtering, failover,

encryption, banding and portability. Includes a job queue, scheduler, and status monitoring. Software Features: - Advanced user interface - allows you to tweak settings with ease and get
easy access to interface data. - Save/restore user settings using a file. (requires for advanced user). - Automatic reconnection if connection fails. - Includes a scheduler/job queue. -

Automatically run upon system startup. - Provides a log of recent activities. - Automatically updated to newly released versions of both FTP and Node.js. - Support web server, nginx,
apache, and lighttpd (we will show you how in User Manual). - Supports multiple simultaneous connections to multiple servers. - Multiple types of authentication and authorization methods.

- Supports user based file permissions. - Supports HTML 5 file
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Features: ● Includes a sophisticated meta-language that allows you to write both server and browser-side code in the same file. ● Implementation of ECMAScript 3 and 4 ● Supports the
creation of classes ● Support for modules ● Full support for the new DOM objects ● Supports css-style elements ● Includes a system library that allows for the management of images,
audio and video files ● Allows for fast data transfer ● It uses the HttpServer interface so that you can use an HTTP server in the application without the need for an application server ●

Includes several libraries that can be used to develop plugins for web applications ● Supports cookies ● Provides built-in support for JSON ● Supports Html 5 ● Provides built-in support for
an event model ● Provides full support for open standards such as XmlHttpRequests (XHR) and data-url (get and post methods) ● Includes several view controls ( including a dgrid,

datagrid, table, pager ) ● Includes a server-side library for object-oriented data transfer ● DHTML controls such as drop-down lists and trees ● Provides built-in support for the model-view-
controller (MVC) architectural pattern ● Supports form validation and data validation ● Includes a visual debugger ● Includes a full set of layout controls ( including collapsible and tree

panels ) ● Provides a view controller ( including view identification ) ● Supports scheduled tasks ● Supports formatted dates ● Supports integer, decimal and float-point numbers ●
Includes an event library that can be used for application-wide notifications ● Includes support for Ajax event responses ● Supports an AJAX scheduler ● Includes a debugger ● Provides

built-in support for application state management ● Includes a synchronizer that can be used with the server-side library ● Allows for asynchronous and synchronous calls ● Supports
navigation ( it uses frames ) ● Supports event delegation ● Includes a framework for form validation ● Allows the creation of event handlers that make the most of the model-view-

controller (MVC) architectural pattern ● Supports boolean expression evaluation ● Includes an interpreter for JavaScript with advanced testing tools ● Supports JavaScript 1.0 to 5.5 ●
Supports the computation of an MVC client-side application in a non-browser environment, such as a server-side JavaScript application ● Includes a framework for the management of
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It is a simple and easy-to-use framework for building  web applications.  It is a good alternative to Microsoft's .NET framework. This framework supports the features  of Microsoft's version 3
and adds some features, such as  generator methods. It can be  embedded into existing ASP pages and are  integrated with Visual Basic Script and JavaScript. Ejscript offers  many Ajax
extensions, such as Form, Validator and  Grid. Ejscript enables you to write ASP pages that  work well with JavaScript. It can  be used to develop powerful and well-integrated  ASP
applications. It provides support for  class-based programming, but also supports  traditional procedure programming by default. Ejscript Adds a lot of extensions that you can use to make
your ASP pages work better with JavaScript, such as Form, Grid,  Validator and other extensions that work by Default with ASP.Ejscript is a server-side JavaScript  framework for web
applications. It includes an enhanced  implementation of the JavaScript language and fully supports ECMAScript Edition 3 and adds enhancements for classes, modules and an extensive
system library and  powerful web framework.Ejscript Description: It is a simple and easy-to-use framework for building  web applications.  It is a good alternative to Microsoft's .NET
framework. This framework supports the features  of Microsoft's version 3 and adds some features, such as  generator methods. It can be  embedded into existing ASP pages and are 
integrated with Visual Basic Script and JavaScript.Ejscript offers  many Ajax extensions, such as Form, Validator and  Grid. Ejscript enables you to write ASP pages that  work well with
JavaScript. It can  be used to develop powerful and well-integrated  ASP applications. It provides support for  class-based programming, but also supports  traditional procedure
programming by default. Ejscript Adds a lot of extensions that you can use to make your ASP pages work better with JavaScript, such as Form, Grid,  Validator and other extensions that
work by Default with ASP. Ejscript version 1.1 is the first version of Ejscript that supports ECMAScript Edition 4. It introduces a  fully compliant JavaScript engine and new features, such as
generator methods,  XmlHttpRequest objects, and new markup controls. It provides an extensive support for the features  of Microsoft's version 3 and adds some features, such as
generator methods
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System Requirements For Ejscript:

* Windows 7 (32/64-bit) * 1 GB of RAM * 4 GB of space on your hard disk 1. Install the Application The application can be downloaded from the following link: 2. Start the Application After
the download, unzip and run the application. If the application does not start properly, you can manually start the application by double-clicking the'minen.exe' file. 3. Gameplay
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